A Dozen Great Gifts For The Gearheads On Your List

(NAPSA)—You can be known for having a gift for giving when you celebrate the holidays, birthdays, anniversaries, or any occasion—and even no occasion at all—by showing you appreciate the recipients’ special interests.

For example, car enthusiasts will be driven to distraction with delight with these:

**Jeep Performance Parts from Mopar:**
- 8. Lifestyle carriers: They’re suitable for most PCA U.S. vehicles, including bicycle, ski and cargo carriers.
- 9. Tumbler: The sleek black double-bottle construction tumbler features the Mopar logo on the front and vacuum insulation for transporting beverages.
- 10. Tonno cover: Keep the truck bed secure and protected. Choose from a variety of covers, including one-piece, hard folding and soft roll-up.

A gift card makes a great present.
1. Hoodie: Features the Mopar logo on the left sleeve in gray for a cozy, comfortable look.
3. Gift cards: Shop online for gear and apparel.
4. Jeep Performance Parts: A 5-inch Jeep Performance Parts (JPP) LED light kit and a JPP snorkel are just two of the many JPP products available for the diehard off-roader.
5. Wireless earbuds/powersbank: Keep the music playing and devices charged on the go with this combo set of wireless earbuds and 2000mAh powerbank, with the “Mopar Garage” logo.
6. Vehicle Protection: Give peace of mind with a Mopar Vehicle Protection (MVP) plan. Options include Road Hazard Tire/Wheel Protection with full repair or replacement coverage for all four tires and wheels damaged due to road hazard conditions and Maximum Care factory-backed mechanical protection beyond the factory warranty on over 5,000 components.
7. Pet kennel: This collapsible pet kennel—in a variety of PCA U.S. vehicle brand logos—keeps a pet secure while in the vehicle.

Jeep Performance Parts from Mopar snorkel

Warm their hearts (and other parts) with a cozy hoodie.

Holiday Ornament Magnetic Succulents

So, this holiday season, consider these beauties:
- 11. HEMI Neon Clock: Features the Mopar M and HEMI logos and is a great addition to the home, office or garage of your favorite Mopar enthusiast.
- 12. Truck bed storage system: Tailgate opens for access to dual sliding drawers, providing lockable storage space for gear, supplies and tools.
- Mopar (a simple contraction of the words Motor and Parts) is the service, parts and customer-care brand for PCA vehicles. All the parts are engineered together with the same teams that create factory-authenticated specifications for PCA vehicles, offering a direct connection that no aftermarket parts company can provide.

Learn More
- Find these and more than 500,000 other parts and accessories online at www.Mopar.com.
- For further holiday hints, go to www.1-800-flowers.com.

Hints For Keeping Your Friends Happy

(NAPSA)—Picking just the right presents for your friends while looking like a blooming genius at gift giving time can be easier than many people realize.

A company that’s been trusted for more than 40 years to deliver smiles has new, truly original gifts available this holiday season, as well as tried-and-true treasures, all designed to surprise and delight.

Consider these bounties:
- Santa’s Surprise: A great gift doesn’t have to take up a great deal of room. Consider The Night Before Christmas Holiday Flower Tree®, for instance: Even if they already have a full on-its-branch baum to gather around, your friends might get a big kick out of this smaller (er) tree, potted in a charming planter that looks like a certain jolly elf’s midsection. It makes a terrific table-topper for the holiday—and it can be planted outdoors once Rudolph and the rest head back north.
- Sweet And Saucy Succulents: If unconventional festivity is more their style, a quartet of mini-succulents in magnetic pots might just be the decor they’re looking for. A variety of succulents—already adorable—is potted with fresh moss in magnet-backed, metallic “ornaments” in red, silver, bronze or gold. Give all four to one friend or give one to each of four different friends.
- If you splurged on something for yourself, consider the tasteful, tasty spending plans, checking your list twice, and perhaps grabbing a gift for yourself while you’re at it.

For many couples, spending limits are the secret to happier holidays.

Happiness And How Couples Spend

(NAPSA)—Quicken, maker of the best-selling personal finance software in the U.S., recently surveyed over 1,000 married adults to get a picture of their spending habits over the holidays—and to find out if spending impacts their relationship happiness.

Do you spend what I spend? The majority of couples (nearly 70 percent) say they agree on holiday spending levels. Some observations about those who set (or didn’t set) spending limits:
- Spending limits and happiness go hand in hand.
- People who discuss and agree on holiday spending report being happier with the amount their spouse spends on them.
- For those who agree on limits, 78 percent are happy with how much their spouse spends. That number drops when couples don’t agree on holiday spending limits, 63 percent of those who don’t set a limit say they’re happy with the amount spent on them.
- People who did not set spending limits are twice as likely to wish their spouse had spent more on them (24 percent) than those who did (10 percent).
- Setting limits is one thing—telling the truth is another.
- Nearly half (47 percent) of the people who said they set a limit have deceived their spouse about how much they spent on gifts.
- The vast majority of those white lies were told by people who spent more than the stated limit on a gift for their love.
- Eighty-one percent said they spent more on their spouse than they agreed to.
- Putting the “no” in merry.
- If you splurged on something for yourself while you were shopping for others, don’t feel bad. Nearly a third (28 percent) of people say they spend more on themselves during the holiday season than they do on their spouse.
- Making a list and checking it twice may not be enough.

For further facts and tips on family finances, go to www.quicken.com.
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As many have discovered, 1-800-Flowers.com isn’t just flowers. With such sister brands as Harry & David, Cheryl’s Cookies and The Popcorn Factory, there’s nearly no end to the tasteful, tasty gifts to be found and sent. For example, Simply Chocolate Holiday Cheer Confections has gourmet goodie to sweeten anyone’s season including a reusable silver gift tin of milk chocolate caramel pecan clusters, dark chocolate almond bark, chocolate pretzels, and dark chocolate nonpareils, as well as a giant chocolate peanut butter cup. After all, holidays should be delicious.
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